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ABSTRACT
Industry 4.0 is the current buzzword in the modern organization. It promises to revolutionize
the Industry with automation and computing technologies. Indian Engineering Industry is the
largest segment among the Indian Industries having a huge export potential. Industry 4.0 is
making inroads into this high potential Industry in a gradual manner. There are very few
studies as to how should engineers adapt with the skills and ability requirements of knowledge
society created due to the application of Industry 4.0. The main aim of this paper is to critically
analyze the previous studies so that engineers can adapt to Industry 4.0. This study finds six
dimensions engineers must adapt while working in Industry 4.0 environment. Though there
have been numerous literature reviews on Industry 4.0, however this is the first study carried
out on engineer adaptability for Industry 4.0 in the contextual domain of Indian Engineering
Industries.
Keywords: Industry 4.0, Cyber-Physical-Systems, Knowledge Society, Engineer
Adaptability, Literature review
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1. INTRODUCTION :
Industry 4.0 through the technologies such as “Internet of Things (IoT)”, “cloud computing” and
“cyber-physical systems (CPS)” has changed the manner business in conducted in organizations.
Industry 4.0 is associated with a paradigm shift and is termed as the 4th industrial revolution. The
physical and the cyber world is interconnected using technologies such as “semantic machine to
machine communication”, IoT, CPS, “Embedded Systems”, etc. [1] [2]. Thus, it represents
conglomeration of technologically advanced “manufacturing systems” featuring a technological
concept called “smart factories”. It further integrates the physical systems such as production or
manufacturing systems with network connectivity through IoT and CPS to achieve the objective of
Industry 4.0 [3]. Typically, Industry 4.0 is implemented in the organization by three levels of integration
i.e. “(i) vertical, (ii) horizontal and (iii) end-to-end integration”. The modern factory is thus becoming
more complex and intelligent due to “big data analytics”, “machine learning” and “cloud computing”
with the advent of Industry 4.0 [4]. Besides, technology enablers such as IoT, CPS, and Industrial
internet makes the modern-day workplace a complex phenomenon [5]. In this highly automated and
integrated computing environment, the role of engineers will be challenging. It is because all the jobs
containing repetitive and simple activities will be done by the intelligent and self- regulating CPS. Those
higher-order jobs which are left for the engineers will require higher process integration, crossfunctional perspectives, decrease in categorized levels, less demand for centralized management
capabilities. In a nutshell, it can be described as the existing jobs will become complex requiring a large
repertoire of skill set [6–8]. The “United Nations Industrial Development Organization” (UNIDO)
posits that among the 10 global front runners in Industry 4.0, India is the only middle-income country
which is rapidly transforming its production units using Advanced Digital Production (ADP)(UNIDO,
2020). The growth of the Indian engineering sector has been remarkable, and this is evidenced by
increased investment. To be a global superpower Government of India has selected Engineering export
promotion council (EEPC). The Indian Engineering Industries represent the largest segment in the
Indian Industry. It is also India’s largest foreign exchange earner, as it contributes to 25% to Indian total
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exports in goods. It additionally, has 30% weight in India’s Index of Industrial Production [9]. The
engineering industries being labor & capital-intensive, the application of Industry 4.0 will lead to
competitive advantage in both internal and external markets. Engineers being the pivotal element in the
application of Indian 4.0 in Indian Engineering Industries, it is pertinent, therefore, we ask the research
question What are the practical lessons for engineers to adapt to Industry 4.0 in Indian Engineering
Industries?
2.0 RELATED WORKS :
The introduction of manufacturing automation and commercial robots will reduce employment
opportunities for low skilled workers. Artificial intelligence, machine learning and software automation
can impact human employability and work for organization. The jobs at present done by graduates may
be done by machines with powerful software algorithms [10]. The new age technological revolution
will eradicate routine jobs. Furthermore, the highly skilled jobs will require skills such as pattern
recognition, mentally loaded non-routine tasks, creativity and application of cross functional skill [8,
11, 12]. The risk due to automation and computerisation on jobs such as telemarketers are 99%
compared to 0.28% for the recreational therapist. Most of the routine jobs would be eliminated and the
remaining jobs will become more complex ,comprehensive and highly skilled [7]. A leading consulting
group, however predicted that hundred thousand odd jobs would be created, and this would be in the
field of mechanical and construction-related fields in the next 10 years. Their rationale is CPS would
require engineers with a significant amount of technical expertise [13]. At operational level, most of the
jobs which are at lower skill level will be replaced by CPS. The emerging technologies will lead to
better devolution in decision making and planning. Consequently, demanding elevated process
integration and cross-functional perceptions. Such a trend will result in a breakdown of tiered levels in
an organization, thus, there will be minimal demand on the central management abilities [14]. The jobs
such as quality assurance and maintenance would undergo a sea change due to automation. The intricacy
of these jobs is going to change, due to completely “integrated manufacturing processes”, “cross
functional challenges”, ICT polarised technologies, etc. This will result in a need for engineers with
“cross-functional skill capabilities”, troubleshooting systems holistically and suggest improvement of
system considering the big picture [6, 8, 15]. In a survey among 518 companies on the views on the
consequences of Industry 4.0, 51 % respondents expressed less amount of manual jobs, 54% expressed
an increase in “planning and control activities”, 86% expressed interest in lifelong learning activities,
77% on interdisciplinary learning cooperation and 76% expressed high standards of IT competence.
The future workforce will shrink but will not result in worker less factory [8, 16]. In another study on
managers, it was found that teamwork, handling social media risk, customer ideas in product
development, better work life and partner networks will be important [8]. Industry 4.0 will require
engineers with ICT skills and therefore, it will polarise the job market creating demand for engineers
with ICT and middle and lower educated engineers or workers such as diploma holders will have a
difficult time to adjust [17]. In the modern day organization, the employee performance is a single
global indicator which will reflect the professional success to meet the global objectives of the
organization [18]. A single indicator of employee performance is much like efficiency where the result
was on the output. Researchers tried to demystify the black box concept of employee performance by
studying the various mechanisms of employee performance. The previous researchers have
conceptualized employee or engineer adaptability as a multifaceted phenomenon. The multidimensional
perspectives were needed as it reflected various behaviors which were necessary to accomplish the
requirements or objectives of the organization. Consequently, researchers examined the “task and
contextual performance” as a separate concept of adaptability of employees [19]. The environment
around the modern-day workplace is changing constantly. These modifications to the nature of demands
have an influence on the kind of work, its management, learning practices, empowerment practices,
demands etc. [20, 21]. To examine such dynamic nature of work and employee performance at work,
the concept of adaptability of employee was brought forth. The first generic model of adaptability of
employees was proposed by Pulakos et al.(2000) [22]. He has defined the eight dimensions to which
employee has to adapt. These dimensions of adaptability were “handling work stress, handling
emergencies or crises, demonstrating physically oriented adaptability, dealing with uncertain or
unpredictable situations, learning new tasks, technologies and procedures, demonstrating interpersonal
adaptability, demonstrating cultural adaptability and solving problems creatively”. Charbonnier‐Voirin
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& Roussel [18] further refining the concept of adaptability found five dimensions to represent adaptive
performance “(1) Creativity, (2) Reactivity in the face of emergency, (3) Interpersonal Adaptability, (4)
Training and Learning effort, and (5) Managing work stress”. Sony and Mekoth (2014) [23] in the
context of power sector found seven dimensions of frontline employee adaptability. The dimensions
were “(1) Interpersonal Adaptability, (2) Service offering Adaptability, (3) Political Adaptability, (4)
Social aspect of adaptability, (5) Physical Adaptability, (6) Group Adaptability, and (7) Organization
aspect of Adaptability”. They further developed “FLEADAPT” scale to measure the frontline employee
adaptability [24].These studies on employee adaptability transpire that the dimensions of adaptability
will be contextual in nature and general models of employee adaptability will not suit situations such
as understating the adaptability of Engineers towards Industry 4.0. The dimensions of engineers
adaptability will be different, because the practical application of Industry 4.0 will result in the
conventional nature of employment, its composition, duties, assignments, interactions etc. to change
drastically [8, 20, 25–27]. These changes call for engineers to adapt to different dimensions of
adaptability. The engineers may adapt to these elements differently depending on their individual skills
& abilities. The engineers may respond to changes in these work circumstances by changing their
activities to those work circumstances or any new occurrences. Therefore, it becomes important to
investigate the engineer’s adaptability dimensions in the context of Industry 4.0.
3. METHODOLOGY :
The present study is focused on exploring the practical lessons for engineers to adapt to Industry 4.0
environment. A review methodology suggested by Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart [28] was followed. The
three phases of the methodology used in this study were 1) articles were searched using keywords on
Industry 4.0. The keywords suggested by Industry 4.0 by Liao et al [29], were used as a guideposts.
The search database was IEEE, Science Direct, Taylor Francis and Emerald. The duration of the search
was 2010 to December 2019. The primary purpose of the analysis was to answer the research question
“How should Engineers adapt towards Industry 4.0 in Indian Engineering Industries”
and therefore, the results were recorded in a thematic manner. The primary analyses consisted of first
order thematic classification of engineer skills and ability requirements for Industry 4.0. The second
order thematic classification of the skills and abilities were carried out for merging the first order themes
to create a higher order categorisation of skills and abilities.
4. PRACTICAL LESSONS FOR ENGINEERS FOR ADAPTING TO INDUSTRY 4.0 :
4.1 Practical Lesson 1: Engineers should adapt on Interpersonal Level
Engineers should demonstrate the ability to adapt their interpersonal approach to work together with
others from their own company or other partner group or companies [18, 23]. The “vertical integration”
in Industry 4.0 is the integration of different types of IT systems at various hierarchical levels. The
integration network will require engineers from different hierarchal departments to adapt their style of
work to work with others. To cite an example, engineer from design, marketing, production, sales
department will be in constant touch due to “vertical integration”. Compared to traditional systems, in
Industry 4.0 due to “vertical integration” of different departments, almost every engineer will have to
interact with various others in the department and adapt one’s work practices as per the requirements
and suggestions of others from other departments. The “vertical integration” will bring in transparency
and sharing of information [30], however, there is also a need for cooperation and coordination to carry
out one’s work. The “vertical integration” will also result in engineers from different department to
interact on some common goal or objectives, therefore understanding other viewpoints will be a critical
factor for every engineer to adapt to one’s Job. The “horizontal integration” in Industry 4.0 will result
in strong integration with other participating partners in the supply chain. The different partners/
members in the supply chain are kept together by the strategy and not by proprietary rights. This will
result in strong integration with suppliers, retailers in terms of data sharing, capital, human resources.
The “end-to-end integration” will also result in value chain being extended to customer service and the
direct monitoring by the manufacturer. This will make possible the concept product-to-service
integration a reality. The engineers will, therefore, need to deal with customer needs throughout the
stage of a product life cycle. In addition, the instant communication due to three forms of integration
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will result in a new form of digital connectivity. This will result in developing a breeding ground for
new “social and political power relations” for despotic governance by anybody who possess the power
to control these digital network [31] in organizations or societies, therefore engineers need to possess
a new forms of social skills to communicate at interpersonal level to deal with such power structures.
4.2 Practical Lesson 2: Dealing with emergencies and unexpected circumstances
The ability of the engineers to deal with the emergency or an unexpected circumstance will be a
significant dimension of engineer adaptability. “Vertical integration” in Industry 4.0 will result in the
seamless integration of hierarchical levels with the exchange of data, capital and resources. To cite an
example, a risky or dangerous situation in one department e.g. data theft or a cybersecurity issue by
virtue of integration the risk will be transferred to all departments and engineers in all departments have
to handle the emergency and unexpected situations. A primary challenge for effectively managing such
an emergency and unpredictable scenario wherein the is transfer, receiving and assimilation of expertise
across all the participants within an organization. Therefore, the engineers must be apt at it for
processing the information to solve interdisciplinary problems. Also, from a pragmatic perspective the
challenge is complex. This is because engineers need to apply their abilities, strategies and tools which
will not only solve the problem at hand but also to facilitate the transmission, receiving, and integration
of expertise across vertical integration network within the value chain in the organization. In horizontal
integration of Industry 4.0, due to the integration with all partnering organizations [3], any emergency
or risk or dangerous situation in any of the partnering organization will result in engineer all along the
horizontal chain to take appropriate action to handle the emergency situation. The acquisition of such
skills takes time and often is based on intermediary cognitive capacities and skills along with
understanding of total value creation process across the participating organizations. In the end-to-end
integration, the data of usage along the product life cycle can result in emergencies or unexpected
circumstances or risks. E.g. product failure in customers hands due to the “end-to-end integration” the
risks or emergencies will have to handle by the engineers in the manufacturing organization. Therefore,
the application of Industry 4.0 will require engineers to deal with emergencies and unexpected
circumstances.
4.3 Practical Lesson 3: Creative Problem Solving
Problem-solving is one of the most widely sought-after skills by an employer. With the implementation
of Industry 4.0, most of the standardised and manual jobs are going to be on the decline and there will
be a shift towards higher qualified jobs or knowledge based jobs [8]. Industry 4.0 framework treats
knowledge as valuable resource. In simple words we can think of it as something instrumentally useful
for Industry 4.0. This is aimed at automation, integration, and performance. It might also be regarded
as a set of principles or methods for coping with implementation of Industry 4.0 along with responses
of various stake holders towards it. In the Industry 4.0, perspective understanding also establishes a
pattern as to how it should be implemented in an organization. This will enable in the successful
application of Industry 4.0 [32]. Knowledge will be the most important resource in the era of Industry
4.0 and the requirements of engineers who are essentially “knowledge workers” will be immensely
important to solve “complex engineering problems”, through “creativity and innovations”. Additional
point to be taken into account is that in the “higher-order jobs” such as in Industry 4.0 [7], the problems
are different or ill-defined . Therefore, based on the context of Industry 4.0 application, the frequency
of such problems will diverge. The “vertical integration” of Industry 4.0 will require the engineer to
solve problems which are multi-disciplinary in nature due to the vertical integration of many
departments within the enterprise. The domain of the problem will not be restricted to one department
but rather in more than one department. Such complex and ill-defined problems will require creativity
to solve it. With the “horizontal integration” in industry 4.0, the different participating organization are
integrated, therefore, most problems will be multi-organizational in nature which will have a multiobjective to be handled for a solution. Additionally, while solving such problems the strategic intention
of all the collaborating organization in the supply chain should not be disturbed. The solutions to these
problems will have to implemented by more than one organization. The “end-to-end integration” is the
integration in different stages of the product life cycle. The large amount of data will have to be collected
& analysed in this integration. The creative analysis of the data will create insights, which can create
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new business opportunities and sustain existing strategies. Therefore, the creative problem-solving
ability will be the key to solve such complex problems due to the implementation of Industry 4.0.
4.4 Practical Lesson 4: Continuous Learning, Training and Education
As a consequence of the application of Industry 4.0, there is growing complexity of the jobs and
understanding the nature of task an engineer undertakes will periodically undergo a change. The
technology requirements of Industry 4.0 will be constantly changing, therefore there will be a need for
those workers who will continuously update their learning, training, and education in their own domains
as well as related cross disciplines. The domain knowledge of most of the disciplines may be polarised
towards the information technology and artificial Intelligence [33], consequently engineers will have to
be updated on these skills. The productivity of these engineers will be their own responsibility and
hence they will have much autonomy [33]. That brings in the challenge where in engineers will have to
learn these skills in their own interest in a fastest possible manner to be competitive. Therefore, the
“vertical integration” in Industry 4.0 will require engineers to learn skills from other departments in
order to be effective in their jobs. For example, a person in accounts department will now require indepth operations knowledge to be effective in their jobs. Consequently, engineers will have to
continuously learn, train and educate themselves not only in their own domain knowledge but also
related cross disciplines [34]. The engineers will have to learn these skills on their own in an
autonomous and self-regulating manner to be competitive and to be employable. In addition, the
management can facilitate learning in organization by organizing learning mechanisms in terms of
technology, division of labour and social interactions between various participating departments within
organization to facilitate smooth vertical integration. The “horizontal integration” of Industry 4.0 would
result in the integration of technologies of all the partnering organization to come together under a
common technological platform. For the success of this philosophy engineers working in different
partnering organization will have to keep abreast in terms of learning, training and education about the
technologies and practices in other partnering organizations. In the “end-to-end integration” in Industry
4.0, the engineers will have to learn, train and educate themselves in large repertoire of skills to be
adaptable in “end-to end integration” in Industry 4.0 [3]. For example, engineer in manufacturing will
have to learn not only manufacturing skills but skills such as programming smart machines, smart
products and services, sensor calibration and interfaces in addition to other soft skills requirements. Not
only these skills have to be learnt but must be continuously updated by learning, training, and education.
In short, these engineers will have to take responsibility for their own contribution and will be held
accountable for the quality and quantity they produce; therefore, they must continuously train and
retrain themselves in the skill set required for Industry 4.0. The engineer’s job itself will also have a
component of continuous innovation built into it, because routine jobs will be automated. Likewise,
continuous learning and teaching will have to be built into the job profiles of the engineers. Industry
4.0 initial implementation will be prevalent in the developed countries where there would be the rapid
growth of older population. The continuous training the old engineers in the new age skills of Industry
4.0 will be a major adaptability training challenge for the organizations.
4.5 Practical Lesson 5: Managing stress
Industry 4.0 by virtue of digitalisation will change the modern working conditions in industrial settings
[35]. The engineers working in an Industry 4.0 set up will have a high degree of human-machine
interaction [3]. This may impact the psychosocial factors and engineer’s health [36, 37]. Working in a
highly automated environment will increase mental workload rather than a reduction [36]. In a recent
study on human-machine interaction, it was found that job stressors in a highly automated environment
were due to poor usability, technical problems, reduced situation consciousness and increased
requirement on engineers to carry out cognitive overloaded tasks. They further state technical issues
such as breakdown or slowdown were the major stressors when engineers were not qualified to attend
those [36]. Likewise, in an automated manufacturing environment the engineers are required to
continuously indulge in supervisory monitoring, consequently, the cognitive demand among engineers
will be increased in highly automated manufacturing environments such as Industry 4.0 [37, 38].
“Vertical integration” in Industry 4.0 will result in the integration of various functional departments in
the organization. As each department, in the organization wants to optimise their own interest thus, this
could be a major source of stress for the engineers[39]. In horizontal integration, the stressors would be
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the integration of various partnering organizations. In end-to-end integration technical aspects such as
machine to machine integration, customer need analysis, product-to-service integration [40] may cause
engineer stress. The engineers in three form of integration will rely on technology to accomplish tasks,
achieve the objectives, and ultimately carry out the work [41]. The dependence of technology is to
extend their capabilities, but it will also result in making engineers vulnerable. The human limitations
which is very well explained by bounded rationality, cognitive overload theory and human interruption
theory to make a point as to why productivity due to technology usage cannot be infinite. Once the
optimum level is traversed, it will result in information overload, system functionality overload, and
communication overload creating immense stress for the engineers using such a system. Consequently,
the engineers who adapt themselves to managing stress will have the opportunity to work effectively in
Industry 4.0 environment.
4.6 Practical Lesson 6: Working in teams
Teamwork is common in organizations and over time the work teams have become an intricate [42]. A
hallmark of effective teams is that they are self-correcting, flexible, adaptable, and cohesive. They also
hold shared thinking patterns of their job, objectives, and teammates. In Industry 4.0, most of the works
will be done in teams or groups. In other words, it would be a knowledge intensive teamwork which
would be a collaborative process where in engineers would use their distinctive and knowledge-sharing
to achieve a common result. The knowledge activities within the team would be acquiring knowledge,
information sharing, knowledge combination, knowledge generation, knowledge implementation and
knowledge amendment. In Industry 4.0 there would be extensive usage of knowledge intensive teams
and therefore, engineers will have to adapt to these activities in all three forms of integration. Vertical
integration in Industry 4.0 will want members from different functional department to work as a team.
In addition, there would be separate teams for each prominent tasks within the organization because
Industry 4.0 will dissolve the conventional hierarchal structures , within the organization and instead
will encourage multidisciplinary teams with a common goal. In a survey conducted among the
representatives of Industry, it was found that teamwork will be more significant in Industry 4.0.
Horizontal integration in industry 4.0 will cause the teams external to the organization and within the
partnering organization to come together for carrying out a task. For the success of horizontal
integration, teams from different partnering organization with different organizational culture [35] [34]
should adapt and work together in a cohesive manner to achieve common objectives. Typical end-toend integration teams would be technical, customer need analysts, product to service teams. This will
be a complex amalgamation of team members from various functional disciplines operational in a
dynamic manner throughout the life cycle of a product or service. Thus, the engineers in Industry 4.0
work environment will have work in teams and learn to adapt in teamwork, with members from different
cultures.
5.0 PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL MODEL :
Industry 4.0 consists of three types of the integration the “vertical”, “horizontal”, and “end-to-end
integration”. The three types of integration create challenges for engineers to carry out day to day duties.
An engineer will have to adjust to the work in accordance with the needs of Industry 4.0 in the three
dimensions of integration. if it adapts on interpersonal, dealing with emergencies and unexpected
circumstances, solving problem creatively, continuous learning training and education, managing work
stress and working in teams. Fig. 1 depicts the conceptual model of engineer’s adaptability.
Interpersonal adaptability is important for the engineers to carry out day to day task in an efficient
manner [18]. In the context in Industry 4.0 future research should be directed to explore the different
dimensions of interpersonal adaptability. The dimensions might be different because of the stakeholders
in “vertical”, “horizontal”, and “end-to-end integration” in Industry 4.0 might be dissimilar requiring
diverse interpersonal strategies. Due to “vertical”, “horizontal”, and “end-to-end integration”, there will
be unexpected events in which are complex. To cite an example an unexpected event in the
cybersecurity of the electronically integrated elements [43]. The complexity is because most of the
systems in Industry 4.0 have a self-regulating element for the proper operation of various types of
integration [44] and therefore, the unexpected events which may surface are not something which can
be handled with reasonable prudence. An engineer must decide based on few facts, therefore decision
making and handling unexpected events in Industry 4.0 is going to be a challenge and interesting area
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for future research. Industry 4.0 products are smart and manufactured in a “smart factory” with selfregulating components due to the development in artificial intelligence and advanced computing [45,
46]. Therefore, most of the problems which are of mundane nature will be solved by the “built-in selfregulating elements” of the machines [47]. The problems which are left with for human intervention
will be complex, multidisciplinary, ill-defined, unusual, and which computer algorithms are unable to
solve. These problems will have to be solved in a creative manner. Future research may be directed in
evaluating existing creative problem-solving methods for suitability to solving Industry 4.0 problems
e.g. C-K theory [48] or finding new methods which may helpful of Industry 4.0. The skill, training and
education requirement for Industry 4.0 are diverse and will change with the context of the application
[8]. Future research may be directed on how to engage or motivate engineers in a continuous learning
cycle for the success of Industry 4.0 projects. Research on curriculum design for specific skill courses
in Industry 4.0 will help students to acquire Industry 4.0 skills are specific as well as conceptually
sound. Therefore, designing and teaching these skills in a short span is a challenge for the organization
as well as service providers. There are many stress management models [49] and future research should
examine the applicability of these models in Industry 4.0 environment, because, the stressors in Industry
4.0 environment will be complex and different compared to other environments [7, 8]. Teamwork will
be a vital factor for the success of Industry 4.0 initiatives [8]. Future research may study theoretical
models for working effectively on the complex problems of Industry 4.0. Research can also be directed
to study one to one as well as one to group interactions to study the “group dynamics” for the complex
problems in Industry 4.0.

Fig. 1: Proposed Conceptual Model of Engineers Adaptability in Industry 4.0
6. IMPLICATION FOR INDIAN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES :
The human resource department in the organization must be geared up for the “digital transformation”
of the organization. One of the major challenges would be how would an engineer adapt to the
architecture of “vertical”, “horizontal” and “end-to-end integration” of Industry 4.0? These lessons
satisfy the needs of “human resource managers” who are considered by the organisation to ensure that
overall engineers are harmonized with the macro-level needs of the business. This study unearths six
7

practical lessons which engineer must adapt when Industry 4.0 is implemented. The organization can
use these dimensions for recruiting, assessment, and training. The primary use of these practical lessons
will be training engineers to use the new technology. Industry 4.0 is primarily be implemented primarily
in the developed countries such as Germany, UK, US where the labour market is skewed towards the
ageing population, therefore, this tool can be used as guiding aid to train the engineers in specific skill
set, older engineers are deficient. Another significant factor to consider is the stress on the engineers
considering the rapid throughput rates due to the implementation of “vertical”, “horizontal” and “endto-end integration”. This will be significant because older engineers in these organizations will have to
train to manage these stress else the consequences would be devastating. As a further part of this study,
organizations can develop items for each broad dimension of engineer adaptability. They can further
tailor these items to the needs of the organization. Also, depending on the type of organization the
weighting scheme for these dimensions should be decided. The weighting for a manufacturing and
service organization will be different. Likewise, the weighting scheme will vary within each type e.g.
in service it may vary between healthcare and education. The summation of scores of each dimension
should be multiplied by appropriate weights for each dimension to assess the total adaptability of
engineers. These dimensions can further be used for recruitment, assessment, and training needs of the
engineers. Assessment of engineers should be carried out on all dimensions and structured training
program can be developed to manage the existing talents onboard by giving them specific capsule
training on each dimension for improving the efficacy of the training program. While acquiring talent
on board the new engineer may be subjected to structured evaluation in these dimensions to select the
finest among the existing pool of talents.
7. CONCLUSIONS :
Industry 4.0 is oriented towards total automation and data interchange between various elements in the
“manufacturing systems” and other functions of organizations. Industry 4.0 is a “joint optimization”
between “socio-technical” systems. The engineers being a key human to implement Industry and the
role of engineers in the success of Industry 4.0 is extremely important for the successful application of
Industry 4.0. This study explored the dimensions on which the engineers must adapt so that their skills
and ability matches the requirements of knowledge society due to the application of Industry 4.0.
Besides a conceptual framework is also developed which will help organizations to evaluate & train
engineers in the proposed dimensions to make Industry 4.0 a success. Being a literature review article,
it has limitations such the database explored in the study. In addition, the exclusion of non-English
language literature could also have to be accounted in future studies.
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